
Meet Joi R. Fisher-Griffin: Educator, Entrepreneur, and

Author. Her memoir Finding Joi: A True Story of Faith,

Family, and Love, a personal account of her journey as an

adoptee, highlights her passion for family, belonging, and

identity. Through the sharing of her own experiences, she

aspires to assist others in navigating discussions

concerning adoption, the expansion of families, and

relationships. It was a poignant moment when Joi

encountered a pre-teen girl in tears at her office,

victimized by hurtful teasing because she didn't resemble

her father, prompting Joi to disclose her adoption journey.

Subsequently, Joi crossed paths with NJCARE adoption

advocates and their support group, 

who motivated her to share her story

within her own circle of influence.
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Get in Touch!
joirenee@mindthrivepublishers.com

Finding joy is possible!

www.findingjoi.us

732-760-3757
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DISCOVERING THE HIDDEN SECRETS

Let's Talk Adoption: Revealing the

Untold Journeys and Hidden Struggles

of Adoptees. No More Whispering.

BREAKING FREE FROM THE CHAINS

OF SHAME

Understanding the Weight of Guilt

and Unworthiness in the Lives of

Adoptees: The Adoption Dilemma.

“The deep seriousness of this

memoir is threaded through with

anecdotes that bring both tears

and laughter. I am so glad that Joi

took the time to chronicle her

journal so carefully so that she

could share it with us.”

Pam Hasegawa, Spokesperson,

NJ Coalition for Adoption

Reform and Education

“Bravo! Joi's honest, moving story

of self-discovery, adoption and

reunion is a moving, important

addition of books by and about

the adoption experience written by

adopted people themselves.

Alison Larkin, Comedienne,

award-winning audiobook

narrator, and bestselling author

of The English American, a novel

DISCOVERING HEALING PATHS

Ways to Address Deep-Seated

Emotion

HAVE YOU MADE ANY INSENSITIVE

REMARKS LATELY?

Discover how insensitivity can impact

adoptees, and learn how to avoid

being hurtful or offensive. Your

efforts can transform lives.


